During operation of coal-based power plants, frequent calorific Value measurement is necessary. Previously, Artificial Intelligence based models have been developed for instant calorific value calculation based on proximate analyses or ultimate analyses or combination of both. In this paper, random forest was used for comparison of all the three methods and computing relative analyses parameters importance. This study uses well known USGS coal qual dataset. In this work, 10fold validation strategy and R-squared was used as validation strategy and performance metric respectively. Ultimate analyses (R-squared = 0.9984) performed slightly better than proximate analyses (R-squared = 0.9861) or combination of both (Rsquared = 0.9982). Lastly, carbon was found to be the most important feature in all models.
INTRODUCTION
Energy demand of world is increasing and at the present time, whole world energy demand is mostly met by fossil-based fuels [1] , [2] . The demand for coal which is most common among fossil-based fuels due to its huge abundance and greater life cycle has increased [3] , [4] . Coal which supplies about 40-45% of the planet's energy needs [4] , [5] is expected to remain the dominant energy source for the near future due to its financial advantages [5] , [6] . During operation of coal based power plants, frequent calorific Value (the heat capacity of a unit weight of coal after burning completely [7] , [8] ) measurement is necessary because it decides the quality of coal [7] . Usually bomb calorimeter test method is used to measure calorific value however, such method is expensive, destructive, and needs an advanced technician. For that purpose, various researchers have tried to predict calorific value indirectly from proximate analysis [2] , [6] , [9] - [11] or ultimate analysis [5] or combination of both [12] - [16] . However, task of comparing all the three methods, computing relevant importance of analyses parameters in each method was not carried out previously. Such work is important to get better insight into various indirect calorific value prediction methods. In this study, Random Forest (RF) is used for this task. This paper uses samples derived from coal database (coalqual version 3.0) which was derived from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) of Energy Resource Program in such a way that validation rating of data was not "Incomplete" or "Suspect" for both proximate and ultimate analyses parameters. The data is available at ncrdspublic.er.usgs.gov/coalqual/. For comparison of all the three methods, validation method and performance metric used was popular "10-fold cross validation" [17] and "R-squared". Analysis parameters importance was computed based on their homogeneity values while splitting inside random forest.
In the next section a background of Random Forest is presented followed by Coalqual dataset description. Next, methodology is detailed. Lastly, results are discussed followed by conclusion section.
II. RANDOM FOREST
The random forest (developed by Breiman in 2001 [18] ) is very popular machine learning algorithm. Machine learning is branch of Artificial Intelligence consisting of supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and reinforced learning [19] - [21] . Task at hand is "regression" which comes under category of supervised learning. Regression is estimating/learning relationship between dependent variable (calorific value in this case) and independent variables (Analysis parameters in this case). For regression, various algorithms are available such as neural networks, support vector machines, nearest neighbours, decision trees, and random forest etc [19] - [21] .
All regression algorithms try to find mapping between independent and dependent variables and the main task of machine learning engineer is to find best mapping/validation accuracy [19] - [21] . Best validation accuracy is achieved by tuning hyper-parameters of respective regression algorithm. Hyper-parameters are initial parameters which are set before training process of algorithm starts [19] - [21] . Out of all regression algorithms, Random Forest (RF) is categorized as ensembling method which combines decision trees and use their mean value as final predicted value [18] - [21] . In RF, multiple decision trees are fitted on different training datasets generated using bootstrapping (A resampling technique to generate multiple random realizations) of original dataset [18] -International Journal of Engineering Works Vol. 7, Issue 01, PP. 58-61, January 2020 www.ijew.io [21] . To understand RF, explanation of decision trees is presented.
Decision tree is well known method in which upside-down tree is constructed by dividing training dataset into subsets using best independent variables sequentially one after the other [18] - [21] . Best independent variable is one which gives greater homogeneity and is calculated using various algorithms such as Iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3) or Classification and Regression Trees (CART). In ID3, best independent variable computation is done in three steps:
A.
Standard deviation of output variable calculation for complete dataset 
Where T is dependent variable, X is independent variable, c is different classes of that independent variable, P(c) is probability of class c in that independent variable, S(c) is standard deviation of dependent variable associated with class c of the independent variable.
C.
For each subset, standard deviation reduction (SDR) value is computed by subtracting respective standard deviation from whole dataset standard deviation.
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Finally, best independent variable is the one whose subset gives maximum SDR value.
Best independent attribute computed for complete dataset is placed as root node followed by intermediate nodes which represent best independent attributes computed for subset of data created sequentially one after other using values of best independent attributes. Dividing data into subset of data continues till all data is processed. However, in such cases validation accuracies reduce. For that reason, hyper-parameters within decision trees such as Max_depth, Min_samples_split, Max_features, Min_samples_leaf are used to improve validation accuracy of decision tree. Main task of machine learning engineer is to find best values for these hyper parameters. Usually this task is done by trying out all combinations of ranges of hyper parameter values (Grid search).
As explained, mean of decision trees output gives RF prediction value. Depending on homogeneity of each independent variable, random forest also gives measure of variables importance.
III. DATASET GENERATION
Dataset used in this study was derived from coal database (coalqual version 3.0) which was derived from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) of Energy Resource Program. Coalqual database contains proximate (Ash, Fixed Carbon, Volatile Matter, Moisture), and ultimate analyses (Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, Sulphur, and Oxygen) along with Gross Calorific Value results obtained from various ranks of coal including anthracite, bituminous, sub-bituminous, and lignite. All analyses carried out were in accordance to ASTM standards. This study includes samples which do not have "Incomplete" or "Suspect" validation rating for their respective analyses parameters. Summary statistics of data used is presented in Table I . IV. METHODOLOGY In this study, three different random forest models having 1) proximate analyses, 2) ultimate analyses, and 3) combination of both as input were developed in three steps. First, hyperparameters were searched; second, models were developed and results were reported using 10-fold validation; third, feature importance was carried out for each model.
For each model, data was first split into 80:20 for training and testing/hyper-parameters tuning respectively. After splitting, hyper-parameter search was done in grid manner where each RF model was built for all combination of search ranges as shown in Table II Min_samples_leaf searched from 1 to 50 with increment of 3, Max_depth searched from 4 to 10 with increment of 2, Min_samples_split searched from 2 to 500 with increment of 10.
In second step, complete data was split into ten equal subsets where each model was trained on 9 parts and tested on remaining 10 th part. This process was repeated 10 times where each time 10 th part used for validation was different. In this way, all data was used for training as well as testing. Final value of performance metric was average of 10 values. Finally, feature importance of each input variable in all the three models was found using their respective homogeneity values.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Main task in RF based models was finding optimum hyperparameters values. It was found that increasing Max_depth value and decreasing Min_samples_leaf, Min_samples_split values were responsible for poor validation accuracy and vice versa. Optimum hyper-parameters values found for all models were same and is presented in Table III . RF model results using 10-fold validation are presented in Table IV and suggest that ultimate analyses performed slightly better than proximate analyses. As shown in Fig I, II , and III, carbon was most important feature for each model having ultimate or proximate or combination of both as inputs respectively. 
